
LONGJER NO: CCT-360-3X SERIES (CCT-360-3W/ CCT-360-3O /CCT-360-3B/CCT-360-3R)
360 DEGREES ROTATING BLADE CRAFT CUTTING TOOLS WITH 3PCS CUTTER HEADS FOR DIY CRAFT TOOLS 
(360度可旋轉紙雕雕刻刀)
1.) ABS Plastic handle with 360 degrees rotating HSS blades with different angles (15 degrees, 30 degrees and 45 degrees)
2.) ABS Plastic handle in different colors: white, orange, light blue and red
3.) To use it for  carving your favorite patterns in the process of some handmade projects, such as paper cutting, template making, artwork making,

graphic design, decorative scrapbook and so on.
4.) FEATURES:
*Comfortable and easy for you to hold to cut.
*360 Degrees design of head.
*Waterproof and rustproof, and smooth using experience
*Applied for most types of paper crafts and template making projects
5.) Pack:@pc-opp bag; 500/1000pcs/ctn; 25/26kgs

@pc-sliding card; 150/300pcs/ctn; 15/16kgs
Please note that when replacing the cutter head, use a wrench tool to assist, and be careful of scratching. 



LONGJER NO: CCT-360-3W (CCT-360-3W-15 / CCT-360-3W-30 / CCT-360-3W-45)
WHITE COLOR 360 DEGREES ROTATING BLADE CRAFT CUTTING TOOLS WITH 3PCS CUTTER HEADS FOR DIY CRAFT TOOLS 
(360度可旋轉紙雕雕刻刀)
1.) ABS Plastic handle with 360 degrees rotating HSS blades with different angles (15 degrees, 30 degrees and 45 degrees)
2.) WHITE color ABS Plastic handle 
3.) To use it for  carving your favorite patterns in the process of some handmade projects, such as paper cutting, template making, artwork making,

graphic design, decorative scrapbook and so on.
4.) FEATURES:
*Comfortable and easy for you to hold to cut.
*360 Degrees design of head.
*Waterproof and rustproof, and smooth using experience
*Applied for most types of paper crafts and template making projects
5.) Pack:@pc-opp bag; 500/1000pcs/ctn; 25/26kgs

@pc-sliding card; 150/300pcs/ctn; 15/16kgs
Please note that when replacing the cutter head, use a wrench tool to assist, and be careful of scratching. 



LONGJER NO: CCT-360-3O (CCT-360-3O-15 / CCT-360-3O-30 / CCT-360-3O-45)
ORANGE COLOR 360 DEGREES ROTATING BLADE CRAFT CUTTING TOOLS WITH 3PCS CUTTER HEADS FOR DIY CRAFT TOOLS 
(360度可旋轉紙雕雕刻刀)
1.) ABS Plastic handle with 360 degrees rotating HSS blades with different angles (15 degrees, 30 degrees and 45 degrees)
2.) ORANGE color ABS Plastic handle. 
3.) To use it for  carving your favorite patterns in the process of some handmade projects, such as paper cutting, template making, artwork making,

graphic design, decorative scrapbook and so on.
4.) FEATURES:
*Comfortable and easy for you to hold to cut.
*360 Degrees design of head.
*Waterproof and rustproof, and smooth using experience
*Applied for most types of paper crafts and template making projects
5.) Pack:@pc-opp bag; 500/1000pcs/ctn; 25/26kgs

@pc-sliding card; 150/300pcs/ctn; 15/16kgs
Please note that when replacing the cutter head, use a wrench tool to assist, and be careful of scratching. 



LONGJER NO: CCT-360-3B (CCT-360-3B-15 / CCT-360-3B-30 / CCT-360-3B-45)
LIGHT BLUE COLOR 360 DEGREES ROTATING BLADE CRAFT CUTTING TOOLS WITH 3PCS CUTTER HEADS FOR DIY CRAFT TOOLS 
(360度可旋轉紙雕雕刻刀)
1.) ABS Plastic handle with 360 degrees rotating HSS blades with different angles (15 degrees, 30 degrees and 45 degrees)
2.) LIGHT BLUE color ABS Plastic handle.
3.) To use it for  carving your favorite patterns in the process of some handmade projects, such as paper cutting, template making, artwork making,

graphic design, decorative scrapbook and so on.
4.) FEATURES:
*Comfortable and easy for you to hold to cut.
*360 Degrees design of head.
*Waterproof and rustproof, and smooth using experience
*Applied for most types of paper crafts and template making projects
5.) Pack:@pc-opp bag; 500/1000pcs/ctn; 25/26kgs

@pc-sliding card; 150/300pcs/ctn; 15/16kgs
Please note that when replacing the cutter head, use a wrench tool to assist, and be careful of scratching. 



LONGJER NO: CCT-360-3R (CCT-360-3R-15 / CCT-360-3R-30 / CCT-360-3R-45)
RED COLOR 360 DEGREES ROTATING BLADE CRAFT CUTTING TOOLS WITH 3PCS CUTTER HEADS FOR DIY CRAFT TOOLS 
(360度可旋轉紙雕雕刻刀)
1.) ABS Plastic handle with 360 degrees rotating HSS blades with different angles (15 degrees, 30 degrees and 45 degrees)
2.) RED color ABS Plastic handle.
3.) To use it for  carving your favorite patterns in the process of some handmade projects, such as paper cutting, template making, artwork making,

graphic design, decorative scrapbook and so on.
4.) FEATURES:
*Comfortable and easy for you to hold to cut.
*360 Degrees design of head.
*Waterproof and rustproof, and smooth using experience
*Applied for most types of paper crafts and template making projects
5.) Pack:@pc-opp bag; 500/1000pcs/ctn; 25/26kgs

@pc-sliding card; 150/300pcs/ctn; 15/16kgs
Please note that when replacing the cutter head, use a wrench tool to assist, and be careful of scratching. 


